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Welcome to Hares  
of Hampshire
We invite you to a spectacular public 
art event that will bound across 
the great cities of Winchester and 
Southampton in the summer of 2022.
It’s time to leap out of hibernation with this exciting interactive art event 
brought to you by The Murray Parish Trust and Wild In Art. 

Hares of Hampshire will energise our community spirits and revitalise  
our amazing city centres. 

For ten weeks, Winchester and Southampton streets, parks and public spaces 
will be brought to life with an exhibition of magnificent Hares. Each giant 
sculpture will be individually designed and beautifully created, showcasing 
the wealth of artistic talent the South of England has to offer - while 
positively contributing to the economic, cultural and social life of the area.

This will be the biggest art event that Winchester and Southampton have 
ever seen, creating a free, fun, family-friendly trail of discovery for everyone 
to enjoy whilst exploring our great cities. This is an exclusive opportunity for 
businesses, schools, artists, locals and visitors to be inspired, get creative 
and celebrate the history and culture of Hampshire whilst supporting 
Southampton Children’s Hospital.

Tag us    #haresofhampshire

haresofhampshire.co.uk 
@hareshampshire
@hareshampshire
@hareshampshire

Follow us 



About The Murray 
Parish Trust
Back in 2009 Sarah Parish and James Murray 
lost their first daughter Ella-Jayne to a 
congenital heart defect. It was an incredibly 
distressing, life changing time for them, and 
when they finally recovered from the horror 
of it all they felt an overpowering need to help 
the people who had given them the short time 
they’d had with Ella-Jayne . 

In 2014 Sarah and Jim founded The Murray 
Parish Trust which is dedicated to the 
advancement of paediatric emergency 
medicine across the South of England. The 
charity ensures that children affected by major 
trauma can receive the best emergency care  
as close to home as possible. 

Since then we have helped raise nearly  
£5 million in partnership with Southampton 
Hospital. This includes funding for a brand-new 
Children’s Emergency & Trauma Department, 
2 new bed bays for the PICU, a Specialist 
Intensive Care Children’s Bed, a full-time 
counsellor, a Specialist Helicopter Gurney to 
transport critically ill infants via Air Ambulance 
and a 3D Modelling Printer for paediatric 
cardiac patients. 

Our aim is to better equip Southampton 
Children’s Hospital with groundbreaking  
lifesaving equipment which will enhance  
the lives and wellbeing of children from  
across the whole of the South of England.

“There is only one way to 
numb the pain of losing a 
child and that is to help other 
children. To try and make a 
difference to their lives and 
help give them the future  
they deserve.”
Sarah Parish & Jim Murray

"The arts fuel children’s 
curiosity and critical capacity. 
They are every child’s birthright. 
It is vital that children engage 
with the arts early in their lives." 
Arts Council England



Fun Hare facts

“Hares are a poignant symbol of the 
continuation of life, positivity and 
regeneration. Sarah and I felt they are an 
apt symbol for both The Murray Parish 
Trust and Hampshire, as we come alive 
again after the pandemic. We can’t wait 
to see a drove of Hare sculptures bringing 
new life and optimism to our streets in 
Summer 2022.”   
Jim Murray

Britain’s fastest land 
mammal clocking speeds  
upto 40 mph 

Young Hares are  
called Leverets 

The Hare symbol can 
be found in Egyptian 
hieroglyphs 

A group of Hares is known 
as a ‘drove’ 

The Mad March Hare 
is a famous character 
from Lewis Carolls' 
Alice in Wonderland 

A Jackrabbit is a Hare found 
in the North American 
prairies and steppes 

Why a Hare?
The Hare symbolises new beginnings, so what 
better animal to pick as we leave the darkness 
of 2020 behind us and leap forward with a fresh 
zest for life and an optimism to match. 
The Hare is often seen as a very spiritual 
animal, representing a time for family, a time 
to come out of the shadows, a symbol of the 
continuation of life, positivity and regeneration. 
With the Hare comes the arrival of Spring  
and the chance to take advantage of  
fresh opportunities.

Hares are commonly spotted in grasslands and 
at woodland edges in Hampshire, where great 
efforts have been made not only to provide 
cover and grazing for brown Hares, but also to 
create new habitats for them, like the Barton 
Meadows nature reserve near Winchester.  

Hares are also merry, playful, excitable and 
sociable and at The Murray Parish Trust we 
have always prided ourselves on being just 
that, so they are an important animal to us  
on a number of levels. 

“On May the 3rd 2009, the day that 
would have marked Ella-Jayne's 
first birthday, I was filled with a 
grief that I could not shake. I got 
on my bike and went for a cycle 
to try and clear my head and in 
a nearby field I spotted a young 
Hare, a Leveret. I got off my bike, 
climbed over the fence and walked 
slowly towards it. It didn’t move, 
just calmly locked its gaze on me. 
As we stood staring at each other I 
was filled with the most euphoric 
happiness, suddenly everything 
that had happened in the last  
12 months slotted into place … New 
beginnings are often disguised as 
painful endings, Ella-Jayne would 
live on through the charity we 
founded in her memory;  
The Murray Parish Trust.”
Sarah Parish



How does it work?
A feel-good campaign 
we can all be proud of, 
Hares of Hampshire 
will connect corporate, 
public and community 
partners around the 
region, providing a new 
and uniquely creative 
avenue for collaboration 
all the while supporting 
The Murray Parish 
Trust – a local charity.  

Businesses, community groups and 
education establishments  are invited to 
sponsor a blank Hare sculpture – the 3d canvas! 

New and established artists  are invited to 
submit designs that will transform the blank 
Hare with individual artworks. Design ideas are 
presented to sponsors who each select their 
favourite. Successful artists are commissioned 
to apply their designs to the sculptures, which 
can be traditional, new media, fine art to 
illustration, graffiti and mosaic. Anything goes! 

What 
happens 
when

APRIL 2021 
Sponsors, artists and schools 
invited to get involved 

JUNE - AUGUST 2022 
Hares of Hampshire trail 
goes live across Winchester 
and Southampton

JANUARY 2022 
Deadline to place final orders  
for the Learning Programme

JULY 2021  
Live Launch Event 

SEPTEMBER 2022 
‘Hare today gone tomorrow’ 
public farewell weekend event

SEPTEMBER 2022 
Hare sculptures 
auctioned to raise 
vital funds for The 
Murray Parish Trust 

Schools, colleges and community youth 
groups  will also join in the fun, adopting and 
designing their own smaller Hare sculptures - 
the Leveret - while taking part in a county-wide 
Learning Programme. This sculpture gives an 
exceptional, creative opportunity to engage 
pupils in important topics - from environmental 
issues and the natural world, to citizenship, and 
health and wellbeing, to name just a few. After 
getting creative in the classroom, they will see 
their extraordinHAREy masterpiece on the art 
trail and afterwards it is theirs to keep. 

Once all the Hares are decorated, they will 
appear in our streets, parks and public spaces 
in Summer next year to form a free 10-week 
art trail.  Residents and visitors , young and old, 

will explore the trail using a bespoke Hares of 
Hampshire map and mobile app. These help 
them navigate around the cities, discover 
new places and unlock exciting rewards and 
discounts provided by sponsors. 

Before the Hares go back into hibernation there 
will be a special farewell event. ‘Hare today 
gone tomorrow’ will give everyone a last chance 
to see the Hares en masse in a specially chosen 
location. There will be an opportunity to meet 
some of the artists involved, and get up close 
and personal with some of your favourite Hares. 

Finally, all of the sculptures will take centre 
stage at a glittering grand auction   to raise vital 
funds for The Murray Parish Trust. 

FEBRUARY - 
APRIL 2022
Hares & Leverets 
painting period

FEBRUARY 2022
Learning 
Programme 
workshop for lead 
project coordinators



Hare-raising results
This spectacular art trail will deliver significant 
economic, social and cultural impacts and 
will be one of the largest mass-participation 
public art events ever held in Winchester and 
Southampton. It will …

Raise over 

£200k 
for children's health in Hampshire 

Generate over 
1m interactions 
via the Hares of 
Hampshire app

Involve community groups 
and volunteers

Boost civic 
pride

Engage more than

15k 
school children and young people 
through the Learning Programme

Generate a media coverage 
value of over

£700k

Promote 
health and 
well being and 
get people 
active

Attract more than 

250k 
residents and visitors 
across 10 weeks

Encourage residents from across 
Hampshire to bring their families 
into the cities and spend time 
exploring them while doing the trail 

Include 

30 Hares 
designed by artists, forming a trail 
throughout the two cities

A drove of 
Leverets, decorated 
by local children 
and young people

Showcase 
professional 
and emerging 
artists from 
the local area 
and region

Engage the 
business 
community



About  
Wild In Art 
Wild in Art is one of the leading creative 
producers of mass-appeal public art events 
which bring together business and creative 
sectors with schools and local communities 
through the creation of city-wide trails of 
uniquely painted sculptures. 

Its expertise, insights and network helps create 
popular art events across the globe, enabling 
partners to achieve their goals: whether it’s 
reaching new audiences, raising charitable  
funds, increasing engagement, or anything  
in between. Wild in Art has proven experience 
in bringing all parts of a community together 
and giving them a voice through art. It designs 
programmes that resonate with children and 
young people, the outcomes providing a unique 
insight into the aspirations, hopes, and dreams 
of future generations. 

Through its high-profile events, Wild in Art 
provides a platform for amateur and professional 
artists to showcase their work. To date its events 
have engaged over 850,000 young people in 
learning programmes, contributed more than  
£2.4 million to creative communities and more 
than £15m to charities. 

For more information about Wild In Art,  
visit  www.wildinart.co.uk  / @wildinart 

Hop on board!
Schools, colleges and community youth groups 
from across Hampshire are invited to join in the 
fun. Adopt and design your own smaller Hare 
sculpture - the Leveret - while taking part in our 
county-wide Learning Programme for children 
and young people.

After getting creative in the classroom,  
see your 3D masterpiece on the art trail 
alongside contemporary artists and high-profile 
exhibits in Hampshire's museums, libraries, 
galleries and leisure venues. After 10 weeks on 
public display, your Leveret is yours to keep in 
its forever field in your school, college  
or community.

Being part of this unique event will deliver 
significant benefits to pupils, teachers, your 
community and region, while supporting The 
Murray Parish Trust as we raise funds for 
Southampton Children’s Hospital.

Secure your place in the Learning Programme 
by purchasing or fundraising for a blank Leveret 
mini Hare sculpture. The fun, accessible 3D 
canvas inspires learning in the classroom across 
all subjects, and comes with a cross-curricular 
creative learning resource pack for teachers. 
The pack contains lesson plans, templates  
and activities, so you’re supported every step  
of the way. Exclusive invites to events for 
teachers, staff and pupils, plus other unique 
benefits, are also included.

The Learning Programme seamlessly 
interweaves into the outdoor art trail, offering 
the region's future generations of bright, and 
as yet undiscovered, creative talent a huge 
showcasing opportunity. Leverets will be 
displayed in Hampshire's cultural and leisure 
hubs, standing loud and proud for thousands of 
visitors to enjoy.

Students are encouraged to visit their 
masterpiece by walking the trail with their 
classmates. Together with friends and family 
they will become intrepid explorers of their own 
cities, discovering or perhaps rediscovering 
hidden gems, attractions and facilities on their 
doorstep that they never knew existed or 
previously didn’t think were for them.

The project can also be mapped to Arts Award 
and could be used as part of your school’s 
application for Artsmark status. Furthermore, 
everyone involved - from young people, parents 
and educators, to creatives, writers, adult 
learners, residents and community leaders 
- will play a valuable role in a successfully 
proven, highly visible, art trail showcasing the 
exceptional young talent in Hampshire.



Option 1. Purchase

Your school may prefer to purchase  
a blank Leveret (or two) outright.  
Or perhaps your PTA or a local business 
would like to sponsor your sculpture...?

Option 2. Fundraising

Fundraising is great fun and it allows young 
people to take ownership of the project from 
the start, and think of lots of hare-brained ways 
to raise money. You’ll have until September 

*A deposit of £95 is payable by the end of January 2022. If the minimum £700 fundraising pledge is not met, you will be invoiced 
for the outstanding funds in September 2022 - but most schools easily thump their target, so remember that you’re only a bake 
sale and a non-uniform day away from having your very own Leveret!

Funding your Leveret

'Hare' today - gone tomorrow  
Bring and buy sale 

Hare and Square 
Board or chess game challenge

Get Hopping!  
How about a ‘Be Hoppy All Day’ event?

In the 'Hare tonight'  
Talent showcase or a musical extravaganza

Knock Knock, Who's Hare!  
Sponsored joke-a-thon

How about a bad ‘Hare’ Day?

‘Hareing’ Around  
How about a sponsored sporting event?

Host a film night with popcorn

Organise a dress-up day or  
a non-uniform day  
with a ‘Don’t Worry, Be Hoppy’ theme

Hold a sponsored Hopathon 

Hare but not heard!  
Dreaming of a little peace and quiet,  
why not hold a sponsored silence? 

Build awareness in your local community 
Share your ideas on social media or ask your 
local newspaper to cover your story

Ask your networks 
Can your PTA help raise funds? 

Find a local sponsor 
Why not ask your local shops, businesses  
or community groups if they can help fund  
your Leveret?

Hare-themed ways to raise money

 Hare’s how you  
can be part of it… 
£700 A blank  
Leveret sculpture 
The Learner packages provide a  
cross-curricular creative learning 
resource pack with lesson plans, 
templates and activities.

Attendance for two staff at our Learning 
Programme workshop.

Exhibition of the sculpture on a high-profile 
region-wide art trail.

Inclusion in the event’s trail map, website and 
associated mobile app.

Attendance for up to 5 young people and 2 staff 
celebrating their creativity and launching the 
exhibition of their sculptures.

If you are a school, a dedicated project 
representative will support your fundraising and 
will be available for one school assembly at a 
mutually convenient time.

Templates for you to use to start bringing your 
design ideas to life.

Delivery/collection/return can be arranged for a nominal 
cost of £75 for all three journeys if within a 25 mile radius  
of Winchester or Southampton city centres. 

£650 Additional 
Leveret sculpture
Place your first order and you’ll get £50 off 
each additional Leveret sculpture ordered.

2022 to raise the funds in any way you choose. 
If you need any help or further ideas, contact 
learners@haresofhampshire.co.uk. 

Please consider sharing your ideas on social 
media – and don’t forget to tag us in  
@hareshampshire #haresofhampshire 
Whichever option you choose, once you have 
raised the funds for your Leveret, we would love 
you to keep fundraising for The Murray Parish 
Trust. Why not - as several schools and groups 
have already - make us your charity of the year?



“When asked to support 
this unique and interactive 
project we jumped at the 
chance to be involved. I 
have been so impressed and 
proud with how our teams 
have embraced this project 
and worked alongside the 
fantastic team at The Murray 
Parish Trust to bring it to life."
Stephen Pomeroy CEO, BECG



Don’t just take our 
word for it 
BEE IN THE CITY 
MANCHESTER

“This was a truly unforgettable project for 
many of our students who all felt extremely 
proud to take part and show off our Bees 
to their families and the local community. 
It brought the school closer together, all 
working on one epic project, and gave us a 
great idea for project-based work with cross 
curricular links. As a school we are very proud 
of the city we live and learn in, and the bee 
project really highlighted what a great city 
Manchester is and the great history it has.” 
Laura Murphy, Creative Arts Coordinator, St 
Marys RC Primary Swinton

GOGOHARES 
NORWICH 

“We are delighted to be the proud sponsors 
of the GoGoCreate Learning Programme, 
which perfectly matches our core values. 
One of our key objectives at Pensthorpe is 
to enhance children’s connection with the 
natural world; to inspire and encourage 
the next generation of nature lovers. We 
are especially pleased to see that many of 
the themes chosen by the creators address 
our core values, from the importance of 
conservation; being respectful  
of wildlife and the environment and 
appreciating the beauty of the outdoors.”  
Jo Artherton, Pensthorpe Natural Park

SNAILSPACE 
BRIGHTON & HOVE

“Our charity, the Aldridge Foundation, and 
the Snailspace Learners Programme share 
some important objectives, encouraging 
young people to be active citizens in the local 
community. Aldridge schools put creativity 
at the heart of study; it is fundamental 
to our approach to learning. Sponsoring 
the Snailspace campaign is a great way to 
support creativity in the City,  
as well as encouraging young people to 
explore important themes such as nature, 
the environment and mental health.”  
Sir Rod Aldridge, Aldridge Foundation

SNAILSPACE 
BRIGHTON & HOVE 

“A family whose children go to Coombe 
Road Primary came to the library early 
this morning to find their Snail. They told 
me they’d never been before so went to 
have a look around. I bumped into them 
on their way out and the children excitedly 
showed me their brand new library cards as 
they’d just signed up. It was such a lovely 
moment and shows how a project like this 
can make a difference to young peoples’ 
lives.” Jo Rosenberg, Community Engagement 
Coordinator at Brighton & Hove Libraries

THE BIG SLEUTH 
BIRMINGHAM 

“Enormous impact. It has been the most 
talked-about project we’ve done for ages, 
and has threaded through every layer of 
school life.” Joe George, Class Teacher,  
Astwood Bank Primary  

BEE IN THE CITY 
MANCHESTER

“We decided to take part in Bee in the City 
as a means of the pupils getting involved 
in a large community project. This was 
a fantastic project for the school to get 
involved in. All pupils at Broadwalk have 
been excluded from school and as a result 
many believe they are “not good enough”. 
Bee in the City, as well as being an amazing 
creative experience, also allowed them to 
be “part of something” with pupils from 
different backgrounds.”  
Alice Rope, Art Teacher, The New Broadwalk 
Pupil Referral Unit



Please get in touch 
if you would like 
to discuss Hares 
of Hampshire in 
more detail.

Tag us #haresofhampshire

haresofhampshire.co.uk 
@hareshampshire
@hareshampshire
@hareshampshire

Follow us 

We’re all ears! 

Registered Charity 
No. 1155623Brought to you by

General enquiries  
info@haresofhampshire.co.uk 

Sponsorship and corporate support  
opportunities 
s ponsors@haresofhampshire.co.uk 

Artists  
art@haresofhampshire.co.uk 

Schools, colleges or community  
youth groups  
learners@haresofhampshire.co.uk

For all press enquiries, please  
contact The Murray Parish Trust  
media@haresofhampshire.co.uk


